EXCELLENCE
PROGRAMME

ABOUT WHITECAPS
Whitecaps International School of Pastry is India’s most modern, premier, and
industry-aligned academy, administering the art of pastry, baking, and cake
engineering. It was formed with a mission to mould passionate and highly motivated
individuals, preparing them to set foot into the culinary industry.
Whitecaps aims to achieve this by equipping students with the latest knowledge,
skills, tools and hands-on training, all delivered by an industry experienced faculty.

ABOUT EXCELLENCE PROGRAM
Excellence is the Flagship Program at Whitecaps International School of Pastry.
This Six-Month hands-on Program is curated to enable you to become a
Professional Pastry Chef either in your own Pastry Business or at Pastry
Kitchens in highly reputed Restaurants. With this Program, we teach you the
basics and take you towards mastering the art of baking and chocolate making,
while also honing your entrepreneurial skills.
In addition to the classroom coaching, we also provide industrial training
opportunities to students, to bridge the gap between the kitchen and real world.
This approach will help you transition smoothly from being a student to a
Professional Baker, Patisserie Chef, or Chocolatier.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• Diploma in Pastry and Chocolate Art
• 800 hours hands-on Program spanning over 6-Months
• Accredited by City and Guilds, London
• France Internship Opportunity
• Faculty with 15+ years’ experience in 5-start properties

INTRODUCTION
1. Baking Technique Tools and Ingredients
Our Program begins with an in-depth understanding of the different
• Ingredients • Tools • Techniques and • Processes, that you will use throughout
the program
2. Food Safety and Personal Hygiene
Food Safety is an essential skill to equip yourself with, before you begin baking.
Learn everything you need to know about handling food safely and personal
hygiene in concurrence with food safety guidelines.
3. Basics of Baking
Bread and Cookies lie at the crossroads of Culinary and Baking skills. This module
focuses on a variety of breads from across the globe – from classics to the
modern. You get a hands-on experience in bread making and pick up nuances of
the business side of bread industry.
4. Egg Theory and Basic Preparation for French Pastry
Egg is a very fundamental ingredient in Baking and Pastry making, and hence it is
vital that you learn about its varied applications. Our hands-on class teaches a
number of recipes suitable for Desserts or Afternoon Tea, Plated Desserts, our
Signature Egg-less recipes with Seasonal Flavours, and visually spectacular
presentations using Classic Cakes and Tortes.

CAKE
1. Introduction to Cakes, Fillings and Icing
This module is dedicated to the darling of the baking world – Cake! Perfect your
fundamentals and master advanced techniques as well.
Learn : • Sponge Technique and Cake Preparation • Piping Technique and Basic
Chocolate Garnishes • Travel Cakes
2. Sugar Craft and Cake Decoration
Bring your artistry to life with Sugar Crafting. This module helps you develop and
perfect Learn : • Basic Cake Decorating Techniques • Piping Skills • Create your own
Theme Cake • Themed Cake Toppers
3. Advanced Cake Decoration
Weddings are one of the sweetest moments of life and the Wedding Cake is always the
centrepiece. Create Tiered Masterpieces and get hands-on with Advanced Sugar
Craft.
Learn : • Wedding Cakes • Icing and Filling Techniques • Airbrushing • Sugar
Flower Creations • Advanced Cake • Toppers

PASTRY
1. Introduction to Pastry Products
Learn how to make mouth-watering pastries and grasp all the granular details of the
art of pastry making.
Learn : • Short Crust Pastry • Tarts and Pies • Puﬀ Pastry • Choux Pastry
2. French Style Modern Entremets
Master multi-layered desserts using different textures – creamy &
crunchy, adding the goodness of fruits and chocolates.
Learn : • Cake Inserts • French Biscuit • Crunchy Layering
• Glazing • Velvet Spraying • Chocolate Mousse • Entremet
Assembly
3. Petit Gateaux and Modern French Pastry
Reinvent the acclaimed Petit Gateaux and other Classic
French Pastries, for the modern palate.
Learn : • Pastry Shop Desserts • Stack and
Moulded Desserts • Creating new textures and
working with innovative ﬂavours • Serving
Temperature • Costing Considerations

CHOCOLATE
1. Chocolate Foundation
Chocolate is the quintessential ingredient in many great desserts.
Learn : • Chocolate Tempering • Chocolate Garnishing • Chocolate
Shelling • Introduction to Single Origin • Chocolate
2. Chocolate Master Class
Go beyond the basics, learn Advanced Techniques with
Chocolate and Sugar.
Learn : • Chocolate Fudge • Chocolate Ganache
• Chocolate Bars • Chocolate Bon Bon • Nougat
• Candies • French Macaron
3. Chocolate Showpiece
Develop the knowledge and ability to create Striking Display
Pieces, whilst learning Innovative Chocolate Techniques.
This module focuses on creating a synergy between the
Medium of Chocolate and Artistic Presentation to make
Showpieces of the Highest Standard.

DESSERTS
1. Master Class for Modern Trending Desserts
This module takes you to the new additions in International
Dessert Menus, as well as the experimentation on, and
modernization of Classic Cakes and Desserts. Inﬂuence your
senses with different fundamentals of Textures and Composition.
Learn : • Revisiting Classic Cakes • Reinventing Classic
Desserts • Innovative and Trending Flavours
2. Conceptualize Your Own Plated Dessert
Explore your creativity to create a feast for your visual
and gastronomic pleasures. The only limit is
your creativity!
Learn : • Designing your own plated dessert
• Key elements for a plated dessert
• Serving temperature and plate
costing • Portion Sizing

BOULANGERIE
1. Fundamentals of Baking Bread
Learn about different leavening agents and their action with different ingredients in
the process of bread making.
Gain an ability to assess the quality of baked food, understand the faults and apply the
necessary measures to correct them.
Learn : • Science of Baking Bread • International Breads • Lean Dough and Enriched
Dough
2. Advanced Breakfast Pastries and Viennoiserie
Crowd-pleasers and Chef Signature recipes are yours for the taking.
Learn : • Breakfast Pastries/ Viennoiserie • Chef’s Signature Breakfast Pastries
• Croissant • Danish
3. Artisan Breads
Discover enriched-bread making containing multiple variations and creatively
designed breads
Learn : • Traditional European Bread • Advanced European Bread • Bake Artisan
Breads • Sour Dough and variations
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Budgeting & Costing Sessions
In this module, you will be taught the basic
concepts of food costing. We understand that a
business not only needs the touch of art, but also
the sense of ﬁnancial prudence.
Entrepreneurship Classes
Becoming a Food Entrepreneur is s shared dream amongst all of us. Let’s understand
and learn how to make that happen from professionals who have done just that.
Whether you dream of setting up a café, a commercial kitchen, or a home-baking
business, these classes will provide you the required foundation.
Industrial Visit
Observe and interact with professionals from known hotel chains by visiting their
place of work. Learn how commercial kitchens look, how is the process managed, the
system, the hierarchy and so on
Marketing & Branding Sessions
‘Lemon Cup Cake’ or ‘Lemon Sponge with a white chocolate buttercream and white
chocolate shavings’.? Well, there is a way to present, brand, and market, desserts.
Learn concepts of marketing & branding to understand business, and to better serve
your customers
Alumni Talk
Hear from your peer group on how they utilized what they learnt at Whitecaps and
materialized their dreams of making it big in the profession. These talks will be
interactive sessions between you and the Whitecaps alumni; hear them, learn from
them and network with them.
Hygiene & Food Safety Classes
A clean working station and hygienic kitchen is the hallmark of a true chef. Well we
don’t just preach this, we practice it, and we also impart it. Global practices, principles
and standards for food safety forms the core of these classes
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